The Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at UC San Diego is a membership program for adults over the age of 50 who want to enrich their lives through continued learning and engagement. Osher features twice-daily lectures and seminars by the outstanding faculty and researchers of UC San Diego and the entire San Diego academic community, as well as local leaders, artists, and musicians. Class topics include Medicine, Science, Law and Society, History, Art and Humanities, International Relations, Literature, and Social Sciences. Informed member-led discussions of current events and Live Music Fridays enhance the Osher experience at UC San Diego.

For the Summer quarter, all Osher classes will be offered online via Zoom videoconferencing. By enrolling in the Monthly or Quarterly Membership, you will have access to LIVE lectures every day. Members can attend all scheduled classes or pick and choose the courses that fit their individual schedules. An Online Affiliate Membership will give you access to the video recordings of our lectures from this quarter and those recorded previously, but does not include participation in our daily program.

For a one-time monthly or quarterly registration fee, members enjoy:

- Convenient daytime classes
- No prerequisites, grades, or tests
- No separate class registration required
- Unlimited class participation
- Access to an extensive online recorded lecture library

Membership Fee:

- $120 Quarterly Membership Fee
- $80 Monthly Membership Fee
- $25 Online Affiliate Membership Fee*

* Online Affiliate Membership only provides access to the Osher online video library of recorded lectures. Visit the Osher website for more details.

REGISTER TODAY: extension.ucsd.edu/olli/join | unex-reg@ucsd.edu
INFORMATION: olli@ucsd.edu

2021 Summer Quarter Registration
NOW OPEN JUL 12–SEPT 2
extension.ucsd.edu/olli/join
unex-reg@ucsd.edu
Summer 2021 Program Highlights
Featuring Nationwide Experts

- Master Class I: Piano Works of the 18th, 19th and 20th Century
  Featuring Renowned Concert Pianist Gustavo Romero

- Master Class II: Art Nouveau Around the Globe
  Featuring Architectural Historian Diane Kane, PhD

- Premier Class: New Perspectives on Early America
  Featuring Architectural Historian Richard Bell, University of Maryland

- Premier Class: The Golden Age of Dutch Art
  Featuring Architectural Historian Linda Blair, MA

- Summer Workshops: Personal Digital Technology
  Featuring Jackie Montierth, MS Founder of Wiseboomer.com

- Necessary Sacrifices
  A filmed play by the North County Repertory Theater

- Chinese Engagement in Latin America: Implications for the U.S.
  Featuring Professor R. Evan Ellis of the Center for Strategic International Studies

- The Supreme Court’s 2020-2021 Term: An Assessment
  Featuring Professor Glenn Smith, California Western School of Law

- Cancer Management: Present and Future: "NextGen" Treatments
  Featuring Professor William Nelson, Johns Hopkins University

- Gene Therapy for Alzheimer’s and Mild Cognitive Impairment
  Featuring Professor Mark H. Tuszyński, UC San Diego

- The Dementia Continuum: The Brain, Testing, and Management
  Featuring Professor Mark Miller, PhD and Sandy Ryan, MA

- Energy Storage: The Critical Frontier in Renewable Energy and Transportation
  Featuring Professor Ping Liu, UC San Diego

- Permafrost: The History and Political Consequences of Frozen Earth
  Featuring Professor Pey-Yi Chu, Pomona College

- Informed Member-Led Discussions of Politics, Current Events, History and Literature

- Theater World, Memoirs, A Virtual Osher Happy Hour, Poetry Café

"We have switched from the classroom to Zoom. It is terrific. We see mostly the same faces and always new subjects but no commute and no parking to be early for. Zoom is so easy that even I can do it. In many ways, Osher has been one of the most enriching contributions to my retirement life. Join Now. You’ll love it!"

— Pete Rodman, Osher Member